A b s f r a c f -The paper presents a disc-type servo motor which is novel in several aspects. It has a high pole number (16) and a two phase winding. The disc-type design has two stators and each stator carries only one phase winding. Two mathematical models are introduced, one linear model which succeeds in predicting the behaviour of the machine when the currents are relativrly low, and another which accounts for the saturation in the stator iron at high current levels. The machine is highly discrete in structure, having only one slot per pole on each stator. The models take this into account. 1,nboratory test results are presented which denionstrate that the machine is capable of twice the acceleration clainied by the commercial nianufacturer of a similarly rated high performance servo motor. The performance predicted hy the models is conipnrcd nith tlie practical test rcsriltq.
INTRODUCTION
Servo drives are those special drives, used where very high dyiwiiiic performance is required but which are not normally reqiiirctl to olic 31,. under steady load conditions. Their load may normally lye characterised as predominantly inertial. The usual practice is to drive the load through a very low ratio gearbox and run the motor a t comparatively high speeds, typically 2-6000 rpin maxirnum. ?'lie effect of the gearbox is to refer the load inertia to the motor side through the square of the gearing ratio. Under these conditions, the moment of inertia of the rotor dominates the load and mnxirniim performance is :ichieved by a machine with the liigliest possilile torquehertia ratio.
The twin needs of high torque and low inertia pose conflicting requirements on machine designers. On the one hand, the need for high torque encourages large radius rotors while, on the otlicr, the need for low moment of inertia encourages small radii. Since the moment of inertia is the more sensitive to rotor radius, sitcces~ful designs tend to have quite small radii, and the standard design for liigli performance servo motors incorporate a long thin rotor.
A competing design [ I ] uses axial flux geometry and consists of :I rotor in the shape of a thin disc, sandwiched between two disc-slinpr~l stators, as in Fig. 1 . Again the rotor radius is kept as small as possil~le consistent with producing the necessary torque. The frict that the 1 -w r is not required to carry any back iron allows quite good torque/inr~ ti:! ratios, but generally this design has not been used for the Iiigl.~.-I performance motors. Tliis paper considers again the thin disc design 0-7803-0634-1/92$03.00 OIEEE a t d siiggests novel design features which allow it to prib ~I I , r sigiiific*Tdy higher performance than has been possible in the paqt.
t-ig. 1 'I'Ilili IJisc hlachine. S h v n withont Windings
The machines capable of the highest performance are pertiinnetit magnet machines which use modern pennanent magnet materials such as Snmaririm Cobalt and partia*l-rly N * n A x r r n i l l r n lrnn Boron. The mncliine presented in this pnper uses t l t r 1 : t t t~~ iii:iteri:il.
DESIGN FEATURES 1 I.ow Radius. The radius is kept as low as possible. The mc>ment of inertia of the rotor is nearly proportional to the fiirirth piwcr or the radius. I n orclci to generate tlic required tri-que v it11 a small r:itliiis rotor, it is nrcessnry to oper;ite ~vlt11 a high cuircnt loading. This leads to high levels of mmf generated by the stator currents. The magnets on the rotor experience demagnetising mmf when load current flows in the stator windings. The level of mnif they can sustain without demagnetising is directly proportional to the thickness of the magnets. All of this taken together means that the rnnxirnum torque of wliicli a machine is capable is proportional to the thickness of tlie rotor and therefore to the moment of inertia of the rotor. 'I'he situation can be improved by recognising that the peak mrnf produced by the stator winding is inversely proportional to the number of poles i n the winding, arid that therefore the peak mmf and nrcessnry magnet thickness c;in both be reduced while maintaining the s:inie peak torque, by simply increasing the number of poles in the w i i t tl i 11 g.
I ligli Pole Niiinber.
3
One Slot per Pliase per Pole. An upper limit is set on the nuniber of stator slots by the thickness of a tooth stein which will still I)c rnechanically strong. In the case of an axial flux niachine, the limit i s rcduced because of the peculiar geometry. At the mean radius, the \Is ' 1 width will be approximately the same as the width of the tooth stcni, but tlie slot will be of uniform width whereas the teeth will be iiirve narrow at the inner radius and wider at the outer radius. Thus the iiiwr radius and the slot width together determine the width of the stem at its narrowest. In order to achieve the maxinium number of poles, one must use the minumum number of slots per pole per phase, that is, one.
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One Phase Winding on Each Stator. Because of the need for high current loadings, it is usual for sew0 motors to have relatively deep stator slots. If there are also a high number of poles, then the Skewing. In order to minimise cogging torque, pole pitch is very short and the problem arises that there is not eiioirgh by one room for the end turns from one phase to be taken past the end turns slot pitch.
of this machine, a skew of 900 electrical is of the other phase(s) and back into the correct slots. The solution is to required. For a conventional machine, skewing reduces the useful use a two phase winding with one Phase on each of the two stators. torque generated, multiplying it by a factor of 2sin(yD)/y (where y is Then the end winding from one phase does not interfere with the other the skew in electrical radians). A value of may be lc/9 phase at all and the end turns can be arranged in a very Compact (20") giving a multiplying factor of 0.995, whereas if y is Id2 (90°), as (see Fig. 2 ). This allows the inner radius of the stators to be little more required in the new design, the factor becomes o.900. than the radius of the shaft of the motor. This technique constitutes an That is, torque is reduced by lo% by the effect of skewing. inherent advantage for the "thin disc" machine over the "long thin rotor" machine. In addition, the fact that there is now only one phase 2 Q-Axis Flux. Permanent magnet servo motors are operated on each stator core allows a higher number of poles, the number of so that all current is load current, or q-axis current. The flux set up in DISADVANTAGES OF TtfE NEW DESIGN owing to the peculiarities of the design, it has a number of disadvantages of which other machines are free. They are mostly the result of the very low number of slots per pole. magnet and other machines are customarily the pnles being equal to the number of slots. the machine by the stator curcent is therefore in the q-axis (see Fig. 3 ). This is comprised of leakage flux and q-axis magnetising flux. In a conventional machine, there. are enough teeth in one pole pitch for this flux to add to the d-axis flux in vector fashion, at 90". If the fluxes in the two axes are represented by $d and h, the total flux is + $.,:
and this is the flux which must be carried by the stator teeth and back iron.
Fluxes set up by currents by magnets
Fluxes set up The new machine is illustrated in Fig. 3 at the point where both phases are carrying the same current. Skewing of the rotor has been ignored. The fluxes set up by the magnets and the currents are indicated separately. It can be seen that the tooth stems in the upper stator carrv the sum of the fluxes whereas the tooth stems in the lower stator cavy the difference between them. That is, because of the very discrete nature of the magnetic circuit, the fluxes add in an algebraic fashion.
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The shape of the phase winding form illustrated in Fig. 2 (b) allows several advantages over the alternative of Fig. 2  (a) . Firstly, it is clearly more compact since it requires less overhang of the end windings. This allows the rotor to be built closer to the shaft, giving reduced moment of inertia, and also allows the case to have a smaller diameter. Secondly, it allows more surface area of the winding to be exposed for cooling and must therefore allow a higher continuous rating. And thirdly, it will result in reduced end turn inductance per phase, thereby allowing the current to respond more qiii:,kly.
Coil Fonn.
In addition, it can be seen that fluxes also add in algebraic fashion in the tooth tips, so that one tip of each tooth in the upper stator may become heavily saturated, whereas the other tip is relatively lightly fluxed.
Flux set up by currents
Flux set up by magnets Fig. 4 Load Current in One Phase Only   Fig. 4 illustrates the machine with the rotor moved 90" and the currprit carried in one phase only. In this situation, with the same cumrit space pliasor, the current in the upper stator is fl times the currents of Fig. 3 . The significant magnetic stresses again occur in the upper stator. The leakage flux is increased because of the greater phase current but the magnetising current is decreased because, now, the algebraic sum of the two currents is reduced. The tooth stems will not experience heavy saturation, but one tip of each tooth in the upper stator will be heavily saturated since it carries flux from the magnets and from the currents, all in the same direction. In the practical case, the rotor is skewed and so intermediate cases also occur.
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Two Phase Winding. The machine must be driven by a high performance inverter and this can be achieved in two obvious ways. One way is to use two separate single phase drives, incorporating a total of eight power switches. The other is to connect the two phases together at one terminal and use a six switch inverter, with one pair of switches rated for fi times the current of the others. These possibilities are illustrated in Fig. 5 .
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The voltage space phasors which these circuits make available to drive the motor are illustrated in Fig. 6 . The phasors missing from the second case are the result of the inability of the common point to he connwtpA tn the positive Rnd neeative rails at the same time. 
LINEAR MODEL
For the purposes of modeling the machine, it is convenient to consider a thin circumferential section of the machine with a small dimension. dr, in the radial direction as shown in Fig. 7 .
Fig. 7 Pemianent Magnet Machine, Developed
The permanent magnets may be represented as a region with unity relative permeability and which generate an mmf equal t o-. The polarity of the magnet is represented by (T which may take on the v : I~* I~: s +1, -1 or 0 if no magnet is present at all. B, is the remanence of thc magnet, p, is the permeability of free space and gm is tlic thickness of the magnet. For the purpose of calculating torque, it is only necessary to compute the magnetic fluxes set up by the magnets, ignoring those set up by the stator currents. The machine is symmetrical, 180" electrical corresponding to one tooth plus one slot cm wch stator. The total gap distance is g and it is the sum of the mpriet thickness, gm and the physical airgap. It is assumed that there is no flux opposite a slot, but at any point not opposite a slot, the flux density set up by the magnets is
P O
Fir ' shows that the flux entering one tooth on the upper stator is made up of two components, coming from the two teeth with which it has an overlap. The flux entering the area where two teeth overlap is found by integrating over that area.
The integral is the average value of the sign function, G, over the area where the teeth overlap, multiplied h x -+I--T r r h i r n l nngle subtended by this part of the teeth, 91. If this area is completely covered by a magnet, its value is +/-01. As the rotor changes position, its value ramps between these extremes.
If these fluxes are numbered as shown in Fig. 7 , then the flux linkages for the 'a' and 'b' phases are
(3)
If there are currents ia and ib flowing in the two phases, and the rotor is moved a small angle der, then the electrical input energy is
The useful torque produced by the machine is -dE . Only the integrals d9, in (5) depend on er, as sketched in Fig. 8 (a) . The relative values of slot openings and the distance separating the magnets determine the intervals at which the different ramping slopes occur. When this function is differentiated, the result is as shown in Fig. 8 (b) , the machine generating torque at distinct levels. After the effects of skew have been taken into account, a smoother torque curve results.
Experience with this model has led the writers to divide the machine into forty concentric rings in order to produce reasonably smooth predictions of torque.
I r- Cogging torque can be computed by finding the energy stored in both the airgap and the magnet when there are no stator currents 121. The energy density in the magnet material is assumed to be 2 pJ12. 11 i.. interesting to note that the greatest contribution to cogging torqur is made from the energy stored in the magnets opposite the slots.
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MODEL WITH SATURATION
Since servo motors are required to operate with current levels of several times the continuous rating, it is of interest to note how tlicy perform when the iron is highly saturated. Saturation is easily avoided in the back iron since the pole pitch is small and a substantial yoke will 289 be required to provide mechanical stiffness. This is achieved with almost no penalty in moment of inertia. The critical areas are in the stems and tips of the teeth.
The peculiarities of the geometry of axial flux machines lead to tooth stems which are very much more narrow at the inner radius than at the outer radius. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 2 . Sensible design procedures result in the stems being just saturated at the mean radius when the machine is fully fluxed. As a result, the stems at the inner radius are highly saturated before any current flows in the stator.
Since saturation implies a non-linear system, it is no longer possible to separate the effects of the magnets from the effects of the smtor currents. The machine is modelled as a network of linear :tiid saturating elements as shown in Fig. 9 .
-1 c -Saturating Linear The details of the model may change but the essence of the model is as follows.
Tooth tip leakage flux passes in a straight line from tooth tip to tooth tip. Leakage flux between the bevelled section of the tooth tips also passes directly across the slot. Other slot leakage flux passes down the length of the stem. Flux density at the airgap is solved (i) at the edge of each tooth and (ii) on each side of a magnet edge. Flux density at the airgap is assumed to vary linearly between the points in (4) above. Saturating elements are assumed to have the B-H characteristic of the iron and the cross section of the corresponding iron section. All flux entering the tooth passes down the todth stem. Useful torque is determined by computing the change in flux linkages with a change in rotor position.
In this case also, the machine was divided into forty concentric rings.
A machine was built with the dimensions specified below. The stators were made by winding a strip of steel on a circular former and the slots were cut with an end miller. The magnets were NdFel3 and were cut with straight edges using a diamond saw. These methods prevented the proper skewing. The magnets were skewed by 70" electrical since computer studies suggested that there would be little improvement in the cogging torque if they were skewed by 90" and both the slots and magnets were straight sided.
Torque tests were carried out on the machine at standstill. The measurements were made on a load cell attached to a torque arm. Fig.  10 shows the cogging torque as predicted by the linear model and measured on the machine. The rotor was locked at its peak torque position and the current in the windings was varied up to 48 A. This limit was observed to avoid the d:inger of demagnetising the magnets and corresponds to a very high crrrrent density of approximately 27 A/mmz in the copper. Fig. 12 shows the measured results and the torque predicted by both the linear model and the saturating model. tests were cnnied out with dc current in the stator windings. 11, order to minimise the copper losses and avoid burning the winding, for any particular value of current space phasor, equal currents were passed through both windings. Fig. 11 shows the torque generated with different rotor positions when 15 A is passed through the windings. The linear model is used to predict the torque. It is clear that 
COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The models presented in this paper were found to give reasonably accurate predictions of the motor's performance. Although neither model is simple enough to use in real time control, they could be used to derive some simple approximations which would be suitable.
The acceleration available from this machine is the peak torque divided by the moment of inertia. For this machine, the figure is approximately 70,000 rad sec-2. This may be compared with 37,500 rad sec-2 for a conventional high performance servo motor rated for the same peak torque [3]. This is a very considerable increase in performance. There is still scope for considerable development. For example, the saturation model indicates that a significant increase in peak torque may be available by reducing the depth of the tooth tips. This has still to be investigated thoroughly.
